New Era of Literacy for Scientific Practice and Inquiry: The Synergetic Use of Talk and Writing in Argumentation

Ying-Chih Chen
Assistant Professor
MLF Teachers College
Arizona State University
Monday, October 16, 2017
10 - 11 am, UCSD Pacific Hall 4500

Perturbations and Self-Corrections in an Anti-Black System: The Delusion of Equity in Mathematics Education Reform

Danny Bernard Martin
Professor
Departments of Math Statistics and Computer Science, and Curriculum and Instruction
The University of Illinois at Chicago
Monday, November 6, 2017
10 - 11 am, UCSD Pacific Hall 4500

Becoming Community STEM Experts: Youth Learning & Identity Work

Angela Calabrese Barton
Professor
Department of Teacher Education
Michigan State University
Monday, December 4, 2017
10 - 11 am, UCSD Pacific Hall 4500